
RESEARCHER

Researcher is a collection of robust, visually engaging, and intuitive library search interfaces.

List Search

The advanced features of the Search interface help you to locate books and other available library materials. 

SEARCH PANE
Performing a Search
As you type, Alexandria will start returning the most relevant results immediately.

After a search, the Results List appears with useful tools that help you narrow down results using post-
search filters and add found titles to Saved Lists.
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Visual Search

A fast, powerful, and genuinely intuitive smart search that favors titles, authors, series, and subjects before 
all other results. In fact, exact title and author matches are always shown first, making your results 
significantly more relevant.

Explore 

Explore is a visually engaging graphical interface that uses large, clickable icons to locate items in your 
collection. 

EXPLORE PANES
To search using the Explore interface, click on one of the picture-buttons. Some of these buttons will perform 
instant searches; others will take you new panes, and some can even open outside websites in a new tab of 
your web browser.

The results that are returned from an Explore-based search look exactly the same as those from a standard 
search.

Click title for details



New Items

An engaging way to display items in a shelf view, no searching required! Patrons can choose the highlighted 
items by using Browse by Newest - view up to 50 of the most recently added titles to your library that have 
been added in the last 180 days.

Patron Account

Patron Account allows patrons online access to their LRC-North accounts.  Patrons can access 
their barcode/membership number, renew items, and update personal information.  



Bulletins

Bulletins

Bulletin Board are virtual boards with notices for your library and upcoming events.  Bulletins may also 
contain links to outside URLs.

Bulletin Board are virtual boards with notices for your library and upcoming events.  Bulletins may also 
contain links to outside URLs.


